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Abstract 
A. Matt proposed a semantic approach of the complexity question NP # CO-NE he showed 
that the existence of two models of Arithmetic with a particular property of extensions implied 
NP # co-NP. 
We prove here the converse of his result, which yields an exact characterization of NP # co- 
NP in terms of models of Arithmetic. 
1. Introduction 
Paris and Dimitrapoulos [8] were the first to apply Nonstandard Models methods 
to problems in Complexity Theory: 
- They linked the collapse of the linear hierarchy to the definability of the theory of 
an element in a nonstandard model. 
- They also characterized P = NP, but, in this case, their notions still referred to 
Turing machines. 
MatC [6] then defined a totally model-theoretical property which implies NP # co- 
NP, hoping for a new way of tackling the problem. Concerning proof-theoretical 
approaches, Buss [l] has obtained a characterization of NP = co-NP (as well as 
a characterization of the functions computable in polynomial time, a model-theoret- 
ical proof of his result has since been found by Wilkie). 
The paper is divided into three main sections: Section 2 is an introduction to Ma& 
theorem and ours; in Section 3 we recall some definitions and results which will be 
used in the proof of our statement; and Section 4 deals with the proof itself. 
2. NP = co-NP and models of arithmetic 
The language L of Arithmetic consists of (0, 1, f , + ,a}. We consider the first- 
order formulas built up from L. We recall that a &-formula is a formula where all the 
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quantifiers are bounded by terms in L (i.e. polynomials). A Cr-formula is a formula 
which, under prenex form, has all its universal quantifiers bounded by terms. 
N, the set of nonnegative integers, is the standard model of L, and True Arithmetic 
TA is the set of sentences of L which are satisfied in l+J (with the natural interpretation 
ofO,l, <, +,*). 
Let(M,OY,lMM, +M,*M, <dand(N,0N91Np + N, *N, < N) be two models of TA. Then 
N is an extension of M iff M C N, OM = ON, licr = lN, + M and + N agree on M, as well 
as sM and ‘N, cM and cN. Any nonstandard model of TA is a strict extension of IV. 
Mate [6] introduced a weaker notion of extension: 
Definition 2.1 (Mate [6]). Let M and N be two models of TA, and let n E M. 
(a) N is an extension of M up to n if {i E M: i < M n} E N and whenever i, j G ,,, n, 
then i +Mj = i +Nj, i’Mj = i’Nj. 
(b) M and N are identical up to n if M is an extension of N up to n and vice versa. 
Remarks, (1) If M and N are identical up to n, and ifN is an extension of M up to (2”)“, 
then M and N are identical up to (nk)M = (nk)“, for any k E RJ. 
(2) If M and N are identical up to n, and ifN is an extension of M up to (2n)k, for any 
ke N, then for all x, y < nk, ke fW, (x’)” = (x”)~. 
Proof. (1) Suppose M and N are identical up to (n”)” = (nk)lV. 
(a) By induction hypothesis, (nk+i)M = (nk)M sM n = (nk)N ‘N n = (nk+ l)N, 
(b) We check now {xEN: Nk x -C (nk+‘)> E M. 
If N+ x < n’+‘, then there are a <Nn, b <Nnk such that 
x = (a’Nnk) +Nb. 
By induction hypothesis, a, b, (nk)M = (nk)N EM and are all less than (2”)“. Since N is 
an extension of M up to (2”)“, we get that a ‘N nk = a eM nk and are less than (2”)“. So 
again (a sN n”) + N b = (a sM n”) + M b, and we get x E M. Hence M and N are identical 
up to (nk+l)M = (nk+l)N. 
(2) See [6]. Cl 
Mate has shown that if there exist two models, one “almost” included in the other 
and disagreeing on a &,-formula, then NP # co-NP. More precisely: 
Theorem 2.2 (Mate [6]). Let M, N be two models of TA, n E M n N be so that 
(i) M and N are identical up to n, 
(ii) N is an extension of M up to (2”)“,for all k E N’, 
(iii) there exists a &,-formula @ and rn~(M n N), m < (2”)“, such that M + Q(m) 
and N + -I Q(m). 
Then NP # co-NP. 
Let us note that one can drop the superscript M in (2n’)M, (2”)“. 
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Remark. Mate explains in the heuristic part of [6] why one cannot assume that N is 
a real extension of M under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. The MRDP 
(Matijasevic-Robinson-Davis-Putnam) theorem (see [7]) states that any X,-formula 
4(x) is equivalent in N to a diophantine formula, that is: 
there exist two polynomials P, Q with coefficients in fV such that 
fV + VX(~(X) +-, 3tP(t,x) = Q(t,x)). 
If Q(x) is the &,-formula in (iii), and if we apply the MRDP theorem to 1 Q(x), then 
we get that (N is an extension of M) and (M + 1 Q(m)) imply N k 1 @(m). This 
contradicts the hypothesis. 
We will see in the next theorem that Mate has isolated the right notion of extension 
for the problem NP # co-NP. 
Let 1 x 1 denote rlog,(x + l)] (i.e. the length of x written in binary). We say that 
M, N, n in M satisfy (i) and (ii) if hypotheses (i), (ii) of Theorem 2.2 hold relatively to 
M, N, n. 
Incorporating Mat& result, we obtain: 
Theorem 2.3. 7’he following are equivalent: 
(a) NP # co-NP. 
(b) There exist two models of TA, M and N, n E M n N such that 
- M, N, n satisfy (i) and (ii), 
- for some Z-,-formula !I’, and m d (2’7, m in M n N, M b Y(m) and N k 1 Y(m). 
(c) There exist two models of TA, M and N, a, b, c in M A N so that 
- M, N, 1 c 1 satisfy (i) and (ii), 
- M~Vx,yax2+by#candN~~x,yax2+by=c. 
In order to prove this theorem, we introduce, in the next section, the tools we need. 
3. A few definitions and known results 
3.1. Classical theory 
The next results come from Model Theory and the definability of recursive func- 
tions (see [3] or [2] for all proofs). (We use the term “result” regardless of the 
importance, sophistication or simplicity of the statement.) 
Result 3.1 (Satisfaction predicate). There exists a X,-formula satx, such that, for any 
&-formula @p(x) (with one free variable x), IV + Vx(@(x) *--, satx,(r@], x)), where r 1 
is any Giidel numbering of the L-formulas. 
Concerning recursivity notions, we have: 
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Result 3.2. Every recursive function f: N ’ -P N, for k E N, has a &-definition in N, i.e. 
there is a X,-formula 0 so that: for any x, y in N, y =f(x) iff N + 0(x, y). 
Definition 3.3. Let M be a model of TA. 
(a) A type over M is a set Z(x) of formulas 4(x, a), a in M, in the language L u {a}, 
so that C(x) is finitely satisfied in M, i.e. M + 3xAiEI 4i(Xy a), for any finite subset 
{4i(Xy a): iEZ} Of C(X). 
(b) C(x) is a &-type if each 4(x, a) in Z(x) is X1. 
(c) Z(x) is recursive if {r4(x, y)l: f$(x,a) EZ(X)} is recursive. 
(d) Z(x) is realized in M if there exists b in M such that M i= +(b, a), for every 
4(x, a) in C(x). 
Definition 3.4. A model M of TA is X,-recursively saturated if every recursive XI-type 
is realized. 
The main result concerning models of TA (and of some weaker theories) is as 
follows: 
Result 3.5. Every nonstandard model of TA is XI-recursively saturated. 
Remark. The standard model is not recursively saturated (take the set of formulas 
(x > n: PIEN}). 
3.2. Buss arithmetic 
We will use a more accurate language to deal with Complexity matters: the 
language of Bounded Arithmetic as defined by Buss Cl] (we will not need his deeper 
results). 
Definition 3.6 (Buss Cl]). (1) Lo is the language of Arithmetic L plus three new 
function symbols: 1 x I, Lx/2 J, x # y, whose intended meanings are the following: 
l 1x1 = rlog,(x + 1)1 (i.e. the least integer 2 log,(x + I)), 
l Lx/2 J = the greatest integer < x/2. 
. x#y = 21X1*IYI. 
(2) One considers a new hierarchy of formulas: 
l X$ = II”, is the set of Lo-formulas whose quantifiers are sharply bounded (i.e. all 
quantifiers are of the form Vx < I t(y) I or 3x < I t(y)] where t is a term in Lo). 
l Xt and lib, are the least sets such that: 
(a) X”o = Zt,lI”,, 
(b) if @(x, y)eZ?, then 3x < t(y) @(x, y)~Xt and Vx < It(y)1 @(x, y)~Zt, 
if @(x, y)~lI’;, then Vx < t(y) @(x, y)~iIt and 3x < It(y)1 @(x, y)flIt, 
(c) they are closed under connectives A and v. 
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Result 3.7. All the functions, x H 1 x 1, x H Lx/2 J , and (x, y) H x # y, have X1- 
definitions in N (relatively to the language t). 
In fact, by Bennet’s result (see [2]), exponentiation has a Cc-graph in fU Hence the 
above functions have actually &-definitions. 
Since the new functions are definable in N, any model of TA (in the language ~5) can 
be expanded as a model for the language L,, in which the usual properties of 1 1 and 
# are satisfied. 
An important feature of the new language is the following: 
Result 3.8. For every term t of L,,, there exists ke N such that 
fY l= Vxl ,..., x,(lt(xI ,... ,x.)1 < Imax(xI ,... ,x,)lk). 
And, conversely, for any k E IV, there is a term f such that 
N l= lXlk = IfWl. 
(Ifonesetsx@y=lL(x#y)/2Jl,then,fork>2, 
f(x) = x @ . . . @ x does satisfy the equality.) 
Y 
k times 
The connection with Complexity notions is the following: 
Result 3.9. (1) NP is exactly the class of subsets of fV which are definable in fV by 
a Eb,-formula (see Cl]). 
(2) One can consider slightly simpler formulas: Let Xb be the set of &-formulas of 
the form 
3u1 < 2’X’“’ Vu, < lxlk2 3u1 < 2”“’ .a. P(ul,uz ,..., x) = Q(ul,uZ ,..., x), 
where kl,kz,... E N and P, Q are polynomials with coefficients in N. Then NP is the 
class of subsets of N which are definable in tV with Eb-formulas (see [4,9]). 
3.3. A characterization of P = NP by Paris and Dimitracopoulos 
A Turing machine is a finite set of instructions which can be coded by a single 
integer. Hence, in a nonstandard model of Arithmetic M, one can consider either 
standard Turing machines (coded by an element of tY) or nonstandard Turing 
machines (coded by an element of M\N). 
Definition 3.10 (Paris and Dimitracopoulos [S]). Let M be a model of TA and M # N. 
Then, for a, b in M, a E p b means that for any standard deterministic Turing machine 
K, any me N, 
M + “K accepts a in time I aim - K accepts b in time I bl”“. 
The Paris and Dimitrapoulos theorem is thus: 
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Result 3.11 (Paris and Dimitrapoulos [S]). Let M be a nonstandard model of TA. 
P=NP 0 Va,bgM(a =pb)+(a = b), 
where a = b means that a and b, as structures (i.e. + and - are considered as 
relations), are elementary equivalent. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
Proof of (h) + (a). This is the same as Mate’s theorem. 0 
Proof of (a) + (h). First we will prove the following proposition, and deduce Theorem 
2.3 (a)+ (b), from it: 
Proposition 4.1. Let Y be a Eb,-formula which is not equivalent in N to any l-It-formula. 
Then there exist two models M and N of TA, n in M, such that: 
- M, N, n satisfy (i) and (ii), 
- there is m < 2” so that M k 1 Y(m) and N k Y(m). 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We want to use a satisfaction predicate for Xt-formulas, as in 
Result 3.2, for X,-formulas. 
Let r 1” be a Godel numbering for the LO-formulas. 
Fact 4.2. There exists a &-formula sat such that, for any Cbl-formulu G(x), N k 
VX(@(X) t) sat(r@lB, x). 
Proof. Any Cb,-formula is equivalent o a Xi-formula, but in order to apply Result 3.2, 
we need a little more: we can transform any Ci- or @-formula into a Z,-formula in 
a “recursive” way by Result 3.8. It suffices to replace each function symbol of L,,\L by 
its X,-definition in L. 
Hence there is a recursive function f: IV + fV such that, for any Z:b,-formula B(x): 
f(r@lB) = rQOl where QO is a X1-formula and 
So now we can apply Result 3.2: N l= Vx(@,(x) f--) satr,(r@ol,x)). Hence 
N l= Vx(@(x) c, sa&:,(f (J@-$), x). By Result 3.2, f has a Xi-definition. 
So if we set sat(y, x) = dcr 3z(z = f (y) A satZ1(z, x)), then we are done. 0 
Also there is an L-formula S such that, for any n E lV, fkl+ S(n) iff n = r @lB, where 
@ is a Cb,-formula. 
We first introduce some notation: 
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Notation. Let M be a model of TA, and a EM. 
Then (Ct(a))M = (@(x)~Ci: M + @(a)). 
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is based on two main lemmas: 
Lemma 4.3. (1) Let !P be an L,-formula which is not equivalent to any ll’i-formula in N, 
and let k E N. Then 
N k 3x,y Vn < k (S(n) + [(sat(n,x) + sat(n,y))r\lY(x)r\ Y(y)]). 
(2) With the same hypotheses as in (l), one has 
RJ k 3x 2 y Vn < k (S(n) + [(sat(n, x) + sat(n, y)) A 1 Y(x) A Y(y)]). 
(3) Let N be a nonstandard model of TA. Then there exist a > b in N so that 
(%(a))N E @b,(b)) N and N ‘F -I Y(a)r\ Y(b). 
The proof of this lemma is inspired from the Paris and Dimitracopoulos theorem 
(Result 3.11). The situation here is a bit less intuitive, the difficulty comes from the fact 
that we have an implication, not an equivalence in sat(n, x) + sat(n, y) (the equiva- 
lence is impossible as soon as YE C”, and r Y 1” < k). 
Proof. (1) Let us suppose this is false. Then in N, 
tfx,y 3n < k (S(n)r\ [(sat(n, x) + sat(n, y)) + (Y(x)vl Y(y))]). 
Let A = {[@I”: @eCb, and [@I” < k). This implies that 
(*) “VX, y 
K 
A (Q(x) + Q(Y)) 
) 
+ (Y(x)v-~Y(y)) 1 ” holds in N. r@lBEA 
Let d E k2. For i < k, we define 
I 
x=x if there is no @EX~, s.t. [@I” = i, 
Y;(x) = l@(x) if there is Q~EZ~ s.t. [@I” = i and o(i) = 0, 
Q(x) otherwise. 
If there is x E IV such that A i < k Y;(x) holds, then let x, be the least such x. We set 
comb,(x) = A o(ij = O Y;(x). Let C = {O E k2: x, is defined and Y(x,) holds}. Let us 
consider the @-formula x(x) = VoECcomba(x). 
Claim. Vx (x(x) c+ Y(x)) holds in fU 
Proof. Y(x) + x(x): Let us assume Y(x). Let 0x E k2 be defined by: 
- a,(i) = 1 if i = [@I” and a(x) holds, 
_ a,(i) = 0 otherwise. 
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Then x,,~ is well defined and & ~l~,~(@(x)+ @(x,,)) is true in N. So by (*), 
1 Y(x) v Y(x,) does hold. Since Y(x) is true, we get that eX E C and comboX holds 
in tU So x(x) is true. 
x(x) + Y(x): Let us suppose x(x) holds. So there is CJ E C such that comb,(x) is true. 
Let us check that I\r~l~~A(@(x) --+ @(x0)) holds. We assume i = [@I” E A and 
1 @(x0) holds. If a(i) = 1, then by definition of x,, @(x0) would be true. So necessarily 
o(i) = 0. Hence comb,(x) + 1 Q(x) is true. Since comb,(x) holds, we get that 1 G(x) 
holds too. 
By (*), Y(x) v 1 Y(x,)) does hold. So since e E C, Y(x) holds. •i 
We got a contradiction, since by the claim, Y would be equivalent o a @-formula. 
Hence we have proved the assertion in Lemma 4.3(l). 
(2) Let us assume (2) does not hold: 
N + Vx 2 y 3n c k (S(n) A [(sat@, x) + sat@, y)) + (Y(x) v 1 Y(y))]). 
We thus derive a contradiction as before, by considering the formula 
x(x) = V_c (comb,(x) A x > x,), and noting that x > x,~. 
(3) Let N be a nonstandard model of TA. Since the sentence in (2) is true in RJ, it is 
also true in N. So the following holds in N: 
Vk3x>,yVn<k (S(n)+[( sa n x + sat(n,y))r\i(i Y(x) A Y(y))]). t(, ) 
Hence it is true for some k > IV. 
By Fact 4.2, this yields two elements a 2 b of N such that 
(C!(U))~ E (IZi(b))N and N k 1 Y(a) A Y(b). 0 
Before stating the second lemma, let us introduce again some notation: 
Notation. Let M be a model of TA and c E M. Then 
(c”)~ = (xEM: 3keN x cMck} and (2c”)M = {xEM: 3kefW x <,2t”)}. 
These two structures are closed under +M and sM. 
Lemma 4.4. Let N be a nonstandard countable model of TA, and let a, b E N be such 
that (Z;(a))” c (Zt(b))N. Then there exists a l-l homomorphism h with respect to 
+ N,*N, I- IN and #N, such that 
h:(21°1”)N + (21bl”)N, h”(l~~l~)~ = (Ibl”)N and h(u) = b. 
Proof. We use a “semi” back and forth argument. We define inductively two se- 
quences (x,: nE t+J) and (y,: nE IV) in the following way: suppose we are given (xi: 
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i < 2n) and ( yi: i < 2n) SO that 
- x,, = a, y. = b, and 
- (Z(xo,..., X*nV E (Q(YoMY2”))N. 
Let us consider an enumeration (2,: m E tV> of N. 
Step 2n + 1: We insure the range of the homomorphism includes (I bl”)N. Let 
y2”+ I be the first element in the enumeration of N such that y < ( b If, for some k E IV, 
and so that y$ (yo,..., yzn>. We consider the set of formulas 
C(x) = {@(XOY.,XZ”,X) -+ @(YO,...,Y2”, y2.+1): @&I. 
Let us check that C(x) is a recursive X,-type (we have seen above, in the proof of Fact 
4.2, that every C”,, lib,-formula is equivalent to a &-formula). The set of (codes of) 
formulas in Z(x) is clearly recursive, so it remains to show that C(x) is finitely 
satisfiable. 
Let I be a finite set of Cb,-formulas. We consider the set 
J = @I: N I= 1 @(Yo,...,Yz,, y2n+1)}. 
Then 
N != 3~ < I yolk /\ 1 @(Yo,...~Yz,, Y) 
@EJ 
The formula on the right is TIb, (we need here a sharply bounded quantifier, this is why 
we can just insure that the range of the homomorphism includes (I bJ”)N and not 
(2’b’“)N). Since ( lTbl(yo ,..., Y~,))~ E (@(x0 ,..., x~“))~, we get 
N + 3x < IxoIk A 1 @(x0 ,..., xZn,x). 
QEJ 
Let I? be such an x. Then the following holds in N: 
~,C@(XO~...~ X2”, 2) + @(YO,...,YZ”, Yzn+1)1. 
So by recursive Xl-saturation of N (Result 3.5), C(x) is realized in N. Let x2”+ 1 be any 
x realizing C(x). Then 
(Z(XoMX2n+l))N E (~bl(YO~...~Y2.+l))N. 
Step 2n + 2. We insure the domain of the homomorphism is (2’“‘N)N. Let x2n+2 be 
the first element x in the enumeration of N so that x < 2”“, kc N, and 
XB{Xo?...,X2”+1 }. We consider the set of formulas 
C(x) = {@(xo9...,x2,+2)+ @(Yo,...,Y2n+1, x): @EC?). 
We show as above that Z(x) is a recursive El-type. 
With the same notation as previously, we use the set J = {CD E I: 
N I= @(x0,..., x2,+,)} and argue in the same way. (Just observe that the formula 
3y < 2’y~‘*/\oEJ@(yo,..., y2”, y) is IZt and there is no need to restrict to sharply 
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bounded quantifiers.) So we can find Y~,+~ so that (Xi (x0,.. ., x~“+~))~ c 
(Z(YO,..., Y~,+Z))~. NOW we set h(xi) = yi, for in FV. We have for any no N, 
(%(x0,..., x,))N = G(YO?...,Yn))N. 
Hence by considering the Xi-formulas: 
(a) u # u 
(b) u + v = w, u-v = w, u#v = w, 1~1 = v, 
(c) u < Ivlk, for kElY, 
(d) u < 21”1”, for k E N, 
we get that 
(a) h is l-l, 
(b) h is a morphism, 
(c) h is onto (I b I”)N 
(d) range (h) c (21blNjN. I7 
Let Y be an L,-formula which is not equivalent in N to any IIb,-formula. By 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we know that in any countable nonstandard model of TA, N, 
there exist two elements a > b such that N + 1 Y(a) A Y(b) and such that there is 
a (partial) homomorphism from N into N with the properties mentioned in Lemma 
3.4. 
Let us keep this model N, a, b, and the homomorphism h, fixed. In order to get 
Proposition 4.1, it remains to define a model M, so that N is a “pseudo” extension of it. 
We set M = h”(21al”)N u {XE N: x > (21°1”)N}. Let us represent M and N in the 
following figure: 
(21”l”)N 
(2lW”)N 
M N 
We use a dotted line to mean that, relatively to N, there are holes in M. (The fact that 
a > b is not absolutely necessary in the proof but makes things clearer). 
For x, y E M, let us set 
’ fMy = 
x +NY if x,y < (21bl”)” or x,y > (21”‘“)” > 
h-l(x) +Ny if x < (21b’“)” and y > (2’“1”)N. 
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We use a similar definition for sM, and < M is the restriction of cN. One can check 
that 
ir:N + M 
x H h(x) if x < (21”1”)N 
x H x if x > (21”1”)N 
is an isomorphism. So M + TAAl Y(b). We know that N l= Y(b). 
Now we take n = (I b I)N and m = b. Let us check first that n E M. We will show that 
(I b j)N = (I b I)M and (21b”)N = (21bJX)M, for any k E RJ. The homomorphism h : N + N is 
a 1. I and # homomorphism. Hence, in N, h( I a I) = I h(a) I = ( b 1, and 
h(2’alx) = h(a# a** #a) = h(a)# ... #h(a) = 2’b’*. 
\ 
Y 
I 
k times 
So we get h(( I a I)N) = () b I)N and /1((2’“1’)~) = (21b’k)N. 
But “h: N + M is an isomorphism, I *I being definable, we obtain that 
%(blN)) = (IblY and “h((21al’)N) = (21bl’)M. By combining all the equations we get the 
expected results. So now we drop the superscripts M or N. 
It remains to see that M, N,n satisfy (i) and (ii). (i) and (ii) hold because {x~ N: 
x <N I b I} = h’{x E N: x <N I al > c M, and by definition, + M, mM are the restrictions 
of +N, ‘N below (21b1”). This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 0 
In the remark following Theorem 2.2, we saw that because of the MRDP theorem, 
N could not be a real extension of M. It is not the case in the previous construction. 
Even though M c N, + M and + N may disagree: for example, if y > (21a1N)N, then 
b+My=U+Ny#b+Ny. 
By Result 3.9(l), NP is exactly the class of subsets of N which are definable in N by 
a Zt-formula. So NP # co-NP implies the existence of a Cb,-formula Y which is not 
equivalent in N to any I-It-formula. 
Hence by Proposition 4.1, we almost have proved Theorem 2.3(a) + (b). It remains 
to transform this Xb,-formula Y in the language L,, into a &-formula in L. 
Fact 4.5. For any Zb,-formula @ in L,,, there exists a &-formula & in L and a term to of 
L,, such that tV + Vx (Q(x) t-) s&(x))). 
Before checking it, we recall some notation. 
Notation. (a) Let (x, y) = (4(x + y)(x + y + 1)) + y denote the usual pairing func- 
tion. 
(b) Let (x1,..., xk) = (x1, (x2, ( ... ))), for ke t+J. We consider the inverse func- 
tions X H(X):+‘, for i < k, SO that ((xi,...,xk))~+’ = Xi. 
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Proof. Let @ be a Xb,-formula. By result 3.9(l), (2), there exists an Lo formula GO of the 
form 
3ui < 2’+ Vu2 < Ixlkz 3~~ < 2”‘*’ .a. P(u1,u2 ,..., x) = Q(u1,u2 ,..., x), 
where kl, k2,... E N and P, Q are polynomials with coefficients in N, so that N + Vx 
(Q(x) * @o(x)). 
Let me N be the number of alternating quantifiers. Now let us set 
t@(x) = (21x1)‘, 1 x p, 21X’“‘,.. ., x). 
We note that tr9 is an Lo-term. Let us consider the following Co-formula &(z): 
3u, < (z)T+’ Vu, < (z)?+~ .a. P(u~,u,,...,(z):::) = Q(ui,~~,...,(z):::). 
(It is X0 because it is equivalent o the formula 
3zr,z2 )..., z,+1<z(z=(z1,z2 ,...) Z,+1)A3U,<Z,VU,<Z2...) 
~@1,~2,...,zm+1) = Q(ui,~2,...,~,+1).) 
Then we have N /= Vx (Qo(x) c* &(te(x)). Cl 
Since NP # co-NP, let us choose Y(x) in Zt\IIt (relatively to IV). By Proposition 
4.1, there exist two models M, N of TA, n E M n N, satisfying (i), (ii), and m E M A N 
such that 
- m < (2”), 
- M + 1 Y(m) and N l= Y(m). 
By Fact 4.5, one considers the X0-formula F and the Lo-term tv so that 
N I!= VxV(x) * PO,(x))). 
Let us set riI = tp(m), and ii = Irnl (by the remark after Definition 2.1, tr(m) as 
computed in M is the same as in N). By Result 3.7, ri ,< Jm Ik, for some kE N, < d+ l. 
M and N are identical up to n, and hence up to nk+l. Also we have that 
(26”)M = (2”“)“. Hence M, N, ii satisfy (i) and (ii), and M + 1 @(rii) and N k q(C). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3(a) + (b). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 (a) -+ (c). We will use a result of Manders and Adleman. Let us 
consider the X:0” set 
A={(a,b,c)ElV: Ihl l= 3x,y~ccx2+by=c}. 
Theorem 4.6 (Manders and Adleman [S]). A is NP-complete. 
Let Y be the Eo-formula defined as follows: 
Y(u) =def jx,y < u ((&)x2 + (b&Y = (u):, 
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where u H (u):, for i < 4, are the inverse functions of the “tripling” function. 
For a, b, c in lV, we have 
(a,b.c)$A iff N l= 3u < (a + b + c)” u = (a,b,c)Al Y(u). 
If Y were equivalent in IV to a IIIb,-formula, then by Result 3.9, it would imply that 
A E co-NP. Since A is NP-complete, this would contradict the hypothesis NP # co- 
NP. 
So we can apply Proposition 4.1 to Y (which is clearly C”,) in order to obtain (c) of 
Theorem 2.3. Cl 
Proof of(c) --f (b). Let a, b, c be as in the hypotheses of(c). It suffices to consider the 
&-formula Y defined right above, to set m = (a, b,c), and to notice that 
[ml< 41cl. 0 
(a) + (b) could have been deduced from (a) + (c) and (c) + (b), but we chose to 
provide a direct proof because this one is elementary (once Proposition 4.1 is given), 
which is not the case of the Manders and Adleman result. 
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